
Heating Unit 400 V/3~ R825 G1 ½” PRO series           
Power 9-12-16-20 kW 

 

PRODUCT DETAILS: 21110269 (9 kW - 400 V/3~ - L650), 21110228 (12 kW - 400 V/3~ - 
L860), 21110229 (16 kW - 400 V/3~ - L860), 21110230 (20 kW - 400 V/3~ - L1130) 

Powerful 3-phase heating units for professional, heavy use. Made of tube Alloy 

INCOLOGY 825 (EN 2.4858) on brass threaded cap G1 1/2” with hexagon S59 (spanner 

60). This superalloy is particularly resistant to corrosion and is suitable for use in areas 

with poor water quality. Cast-pressed aluminium box with stainless-steel cable gland 

waterproofing electrical connections, providing protection against UV radiation, 

overheating and breakage. Suitable for outdoor use. Includes a 3-phase thermostat with 

safety cut-out, externally regulated.  

WARNING: It is necessary to provide for satisfactory cathodic protection. Otherwise, it is likely 

that the unit can be damaged after short time. 

This leaflet has been drawn up for information purposes only and is not binding to our company as to the appearance, the technical 

specifications of the product or in any other way. For specified information please contact our company.  
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